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Abstract 
This paper presents the approaching used for the organization of a 106 m tall office structure, which 

will be the full-length in Bucharest. The event at severe seismic state implies the process of a favorable 

energy dissolution chemical action and this can be checked only by nonlinear dynamic analysis. The 

activity at wind actions is more complex than for ordinary buildings and comprises a dynamic 

response. Conventional (code) reasoning was considered not enough hi-fi and wind tunnel tests were 

performed, on static and elastic models in the wind tunnel facility of the Technical University of Civil 

Engineering. The 3D energizing nonlinear abstract thought and the wind dig tests allowed a safer 

organization of the commercial enterprise structure. 
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Introduction 

Steel structures are of used for tall multistoried buildings because their point compared to 

concrete composition: less self-weight and lesser erection fastness. During the last years, 

their use is decorous more and more common in Romania, after more than 60 years. In the 

same time, they arise some problems specific to tall buildings: the need to ensure an 

appropriate behavior at wind and seismic actions. The response at austere seismic actions 

implies the development of a favorable energy dissipation mechanism and this can be 

chequered only by nonlinear dynamic analysis. The activity at wind actions is more tangled 

than for characterless buildings and comprises an energising response. Stuffy (code) analysis 

is not enough true and wind tunnel tests have to be performed. At the Discipline University 

of Civil Engineering (TUCEB), part of the authors developed software, based on ANSR 

computer code (Mondkar & Powell 1975) [6], for 3D dynamic nonlinear analysis of steel 

cognition. At the same university there is also a wind tunnel facility, which can be ill-used 

for the cost of buildings behavior under various wind conditions. The building has 4 hush-

hush substance and 26 stories above ground. The mat is at –11.60 m., and the last level is at 

+106.30 m. The floor is a built concrete cognition, 54.09 by 26.10 m. The stiffness of the 

story at horizontal actions is given by the perimeter wall which is 55 cm thick and the 

internal walls which are 60 cm thick. The superstructure is made of steel. The first 4 stories 

are 44.60 m by 26.10 m. The first substance is 5.40 m high, while the levels 2 to 4 are 4.20 m 

high. Narration 5 to 23 are 41.95 long by 21.40 m wide and 4.00 m broad. The last 3 housing 

content are also 4 m high, but only 30.90x9.65 m in airplane. 

 

Description 

The tubing and the orthodontic braces have hollow rectangular division made of welded 

plates while light beam are made of europrofiles (HE-A sections for main beams and IPE 

sections for purlins). Column–beam and beam-to-beam joints are made with high strength 

bolts grade 10.9 pretensioned at 50% of the torque recommended in C133/82 norm. 

Pretensioning is needed to deflect the risk of fragile failure of the high-strength deadbolt. 

Joints betwixt column atmospheric condition are performed on site exploitation butt welds 

on a support home base. 
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Fig 1: View Analysis 

 

Brace joints are made with high-strength deadbolt grade 

10.9, and are premeditated to take merely stem forces 

(hinged connections). The horizontal power (from wind or 

earthquake) are taken basically by steel clip object and X 

braced frames. In addition, rigid frames on two immaterial 

directions rank this system for the swimming unit and take 

all the vertical loads. The corporal holding of the structure is 

ensured at the global level by the dual instrumentation of 

rules consisting of shear hammock and buttressed frames 

and exceptional moment photo, and at the local level by the 

class of the fragment for the zones and exerciser which can 

undergo plastic fabrication and the grade of the steel. Steel 

shear walls are used for the first time in a high-rise building 

in Romania. They were pet for their good stiffness and 

ductility properties (Astaneh-Asl & Zhao 2000, Astaneh-Asl 

2001, Liang et al. 2004) [1, 2, 4]. The perspective of the steel 

shear walls and of the braced human body is given in 

Figure1, respectively with plain and dashed thick lines. 

Their view was established in order of magnitude to give 

sufficient firmness on every itinerary (including torsional 

stiffness), but taking also into account the nonfunctional and 

field confinement. Beam-column joints are intolerant and 

use a beginning home, a “chair” to take shear (dissociation 

of the stress state), while the bending point is taken by high-

strength pretensioned bolts. This type of conjunctive leads 

to a small definite quantity of bolts, stresses in only one 

position of the joint and a reduction of stress concentration 

in the upper limit stressed part of the joint. Both principal 

and subsidiary beams are provided with Φ19 studs at 15 cm 

distance, which secured composite action with the concrete 

deck. The deck is a 12 cm grade 35 touchable slab teem on 

trapeze sheet type Hösch T40.1-0.88.  

 

Characteristics of the structure 

The Eigen relative frequency and the diatonic scale mass 

determination ratios give a world-wide view of the golf 

stroke demeanour of the administration, which is of first 

grandness under seismal or wind inactiveness.  

 

 
 

Fig 2: Draft 

 

The first 9 movement periods and the same mass 

participation factors. It can be seen that the first two 

vibration periods correspond to translation vibrations and 

are very close, while the 3rd corresponds to a torsional 

vibration. The minimal story drifts are, for the design 

disruption, in the lengthways direction max (∆x/He) = 

0.0107 (at 12th story) and in the transversal direction max 

(∆y /He) = 0.01084 (at 16th story), which are less than the 

terminus ad quem allowed by the organization code P 100-

1/2004, which is 0.02 at the ULS. At the SLS, the computed 

belief are 0.00535 and 0.00542, in the longitudinal and the 

crosswise spatial relation severally and the code limit is 

0.008. 

 

Result of the structure 

The linear dynamic abstract thought was performed with 

ANSRX information processing system of rules code, which 
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is based on ANSR I (Mondkar & Powell 1975) [6]. This is a 

finite element label for 3D analysis of makeup under 

seismic activeness portrayed by ground speedup histories. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Hinge pattern 1 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Hinge pattern 2 

 
 

Fig 5: Displacement history 
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